User Manual for Fixed Medical Allowance (FMA)
1. Introduction
The following functionalities/utilities have now been developed in SAMPANN:
a) The option to opt for FMA has been provided to IDA pensioners as well
b) An FMA Edit utility has been developed using which the FMA option can be changed at
the request of pensioner (both IDA and CDA)
The document details the process to be followed in this regard.

2. IDA Pensioners – Opting for FMA
2.1 Normal Pensioners
For IDA Pensioners, like CDA Pensioners, the option to opt for FMA has been provided while
filling up of the Forms in the ‘Commutation & FMA’ tab (Fig 01). This is available in the HoO
Module as well as the Side Channel.

(Fig.01)

In the Calculation sheet at DH (Pension) and ePPO, Medical Allowance will be Rs. 1000/- if
pensioner has opted for Fames shown in Fig.02.

(Fig.02)

2.2 Family Pensioners
3.1 At Form-14
For IDA Family Pensioners, like CDA Pensioners, the option to opt for FMA has been provided
at Form 14 in the ‘FMA’ tab (Fig 03). This is available in the HoO Module as well as the Side
Channel.

(Fig.03)

In Calculation sheet at DH (Pension) and e-PPO, Medical Allowance will be Rs. 1000/- if
pensioner has opted for FMA as shown in Fig.04.

(Fig.04)

3. Edit FMA Details
3.1 Initiate FMA Edit
A new menu has been added at DH (Pension Section) Level. DH (Pension) should go to Edit
FMA Details  Search Pension. Then he/she should enter the PPO Number of the pensioner
for whom FMA Details have to be edited and then click on Search button as shown in Fig. 05

(Fig.05)

Here, DH (Pension) should select the option as per the Pensioner request and after uploading
supportive PDF file, he/she should click on Save & Submit button as shown in Fig.06

(Fig.06)
Now DH should go to on Edit FMA Details  FMA Sanction Order and he/she should select
status as ‘Fresh Cases’. Here, DH can see those cases for which FMA details have been edited.
There are 03 options here; Edit, Delete and Send available under the Action column as shown
in Fig.07.

(Fig.07)
DH can also download Sanction Order from here after click on ‘SancitonView’ as shown in
Fig.08

(Fig.08)

a. Edit: DH can click on the Pencil Icon to Edit the details if he/she finds a mistake. After
editing, the revised Sanction Order can be viewed from the same page.
b. Delete: If the request was initiated by mistake, DH can deleted the request by clicking on
the Delete button
c. Send: If everything is fine, DH can select the relevant AAO and click on the Send button
(Fig 09 and Fig 10)

(Fig.09)

(Fig.10)

3.2 AAO (Pension) Approval
AAO (Pension Section) should go to Approval Edit FMA Details FMA Sanction Order
Approval. Here, he/she can see the list of FMA Sanction Orders which DH (Pension) has sent
for approval as shown in Fig.11

(Fig.11)
If all data sent by DH (Pension) is found correct, then AAO (Pension Section) can approve the
case by clicking on Approve button and if AAO (Pension) finds some corrections in any case,
then he/she can return that case to DH (Pension) by clicking on Return button as shown in
Fig.12.

(Fig.12)

3.3 Approval at AO (Pension)
AO (Pension Section) should go to Approval Edit FMA Details FMA Sanction Order
Approval. Here, he/she can see the FMA Sanction Orders list approved by AAO (Pension) and
sent for approval and DSC as shown in Fig.13

(Fig.13)
If all data approved by AAO (Pension) is found correct, then AO (Pension Section) can approve
and DSC the case by clicking on Approve button and if AO (Pension) finds some corrections in
any case, then he/she can return that case to DH (Pension) by clicking on Return button as
shown in Fig.14

(Fig.14)

3.4 Returned Edit FMA Cases by AO/AAO (Pension Section) to DH (Pension Section)
DH (Pension Section) should go to Edit FMA Details FMA Sanction Order and select
Status as Return Cases. Here he can see those cases which are returned by AO/AAO (Pension
Section).
Now DH (Pension) can edit, delete or send the case. The process as mentioned in section 3.1
would be followed here ( Fig.15)

(Fig.15)

3.5 Allotment by AO (PDA)
AO (PDA Section) should go to Allotment Allocate FMA to PDA DH. Here, he/she can see
the list approved cases by AO (Pension). Now AO (PDA) should select the cases and the DH
PDA and then click on Send To DH as shown in Fig.16.

(Fig.16)

3.6 Sanction Receive at DH PDA
DH (PDA Section) should go to Action  PDA Section  FMA Sanction Order. Here, he/she
can see the list of cases allotted by AO (PDA). Now DH (PDA) should click on Approve as
shown in Fig.17 after downloading the signed Sanction Letter.

(Fig.17)
After receiving the Sanction, the FMA details as edited will start appearing in the respective
monthly bills.
Some important points to note are:
1. There is no dependency of Monthly Bill on initiation of FMA Edit. Therefore,
irrespective of whether the Monthly Bill has been processed or not, system would allow
editing of FMA
2. The DSCed Sanction will be available at:
a. Pensioner Document Report under the Revision head
b. Pensioner Dashboard

